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Wall Street at New High; 
Risk Indicators also Higher

Wall Street closed  at new peak.

Boom! America’s S&P 500 index has closed at a new all-time high last 
night.  And it’s again about the  Fed’s dovish tone. Federal Reserve 
Chair Jerome Powell told the US Congress about a pending rate cut this 
month,  citing risks from the trade truce with China and that June’s 
strong U.S. jobs report (higher than expected at 224k versus average of 
160k monthly in recent months) had not shifted the outlook. 

“Uncertainties about the outlook have increased in recent months. Eco-
nomic momentum appears to have slowed in some major foreign econ-
omies, and that weakness could affect the U.S. economy. Moreover, a 
number of government policy issues have yet to be resolved, includ-
ing trade developments, the federal debt ceiling, and Brexit,” were his 
words of warning. 

Following this statement, US market indices Dow Jones, S&P 500, and 
Nasdaq Composite hit new record highs  last night as the stocks went up 
76 points or 0.29% at 26,860.20, up 13 point or 0.45% at 2,993.07, and up 
60 points or 0.75% at 8,202.53, respectively. Yesterday, S&P 500 opened 
0.7% higher to 3,000.09. Chipmaker Nvidia has made the biggest gain 
since the S&P was at 2,000 as it reached more than 700% gains in the 
five-year run. As per Nasdaq Composite, technology stocks led the way on 
relief that America won’t impose new tariffs on electronics goods made 
in China. Financial stocks also gained along with consumer goods makers 
and miners (whose commodities should be in higher demand without a 
trade war).

But Morgan Stanley stated that a pause in rising trade tensions is not a fix 
for slowing U.S. economic activity and earnings pressure.

In Figure 2, Goldman Sachs’ Bear Market Risk Indicator has been at its 
highest level at 71% since the early-1970s comprising metrics such as 
the average percentile  for ISM, slope of yield curve, core inflation, un-
employment and Shiller PE. For unemployment and yield curve, a lower 
reading corresponds to a higher/riskier percentile.

Wall Street is in the overvalued zone now with the cyclically-adjusted 
PE ratio exceeding 22x. See the red line in Fig. 3.  In 2014-2017, it was 
within the range of 28-33x. 
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